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RIDE LONDON FREECYCLE  
Thanks to those who joined the London Cycling Campaign on the Bexley feeder 
ride into central London on the 30th July. 
There were about 30 people, led by Frances Renton, who enjoyed a sunny ride together along the Thames Path to Greenwich and then on Quietway 1 roads to Southwark Bridge.  We then dispersed to go and enjoy the closed road route 
round central London, along with thousands of other riders.  
GET INVOLVED WITH BEXLEY CYCLING  
Do you have any spare time to help us develop or be involved in this LCC local group in Bexley ?   

WHAT’S INVOLVED? 
CALL FOR CHANGE:  With other local cyclists, we monitor what's happening on around the borough, looking for opportunities to influence the council and others about problems for cycling in the area and suggesting improvements  See over-page for more on some of the schemes we 
have been aiming to influence. 
ORGANISE A RIDE OR EVENT:  Are you a budding ride leader?  Or do you organise led rides already?  Fancy organising a ride on behalf of Bexley Cycling Group ?  This could be a short family friendly ride, or a longer trip.  We can help to organise ride leader training and promote the event.  Or maybe you’re a skilled bike 

mechanic who could run a workshop to teach others? 
SOCIAL MEDIA:   Know your way around Facebook or Twitter?  We need some local people to help run the Bexley Cycling Group's Facebook page and Twitter account, to build up discussion and awareness of cycling in the area.  We also need members to offer photos on any aspect of local cycling or write articles 
for our website.  
 NEXT GROUP MEETING  This will be on Wednesday 14th September at 7:30pm at a venue to be confirmed.   Steph Turner (from NTT Thamesmead) will lead a discussion on how a programme of rides can be offered to support people who wish to gain knowledge about cycling on local roads, including people 
who have recently learned to ride.  
Hope to see you there. If you might be coming, please send an email to bexley.cyclists@gmail.com so that we can make sure you get full details before the meeting.  Similarly if you want more information on anything in this newsletter or want to give views on any aspect of cycling in Bexley, do get in touch by 
email or by SMS or phone on 0775 980 7593. 



INFRASTRUCTURE -BEXLEYHEATH   In later autumn and extending well into 2017, construction work on Albion Road and Gravel Hill is expected to commence, designed by Bexley Council and financed by TfL.  This is intended to give overall quicker journeys by creating a smoother flow of traffic at lower speeds, with less waiting.  Segregated cycles lanes will be introduced with new crossing places shared by pedestrians and cyclists.  It aims to  create an improved approach to the town centre for people on foot as 
well as cyclists.  See example below near junction with Townley Road. 
 

INFRASTRUCTURE -ABBEY WOOD  This has been the focus of our activities this summer.  The start of the CrossRail service in 2018/19 creates a great opportunity for many people to cycle to and from the station as a key part of a fast trip to central London.  However, for this to happen, safe and well signposted routes are needed, especially from the north (alongside Harrow Manorway) and from the south (via New 
Road, avoiding Knee Hill). There are already plans for extensive cycle parking; but less about safe routes.  
Together with members of Greenwich Cyclists we have surveyed approaches from all directions and have met staff from Bexley Council to exchange views.  The situation is complicated by the large scale redevelopment announced for part of Thamesmead immediately to the north east of the station.  This could offer a much quieter route from the north in the long term; but much disruption and perhaps 
construction traffic before then.  
EVENTS  In September, members will be supporting a pop-up cycling shop - part of the Thamesmead Arts Festival on 17th / 18th.   Then on Sunday 2nd October some members will act as roving marshals, while others will be taking part with 300 or so other riders in the GBCH Big-Ride raising much needed funds for 
the  hospice.  
RIVERSIDE PATHS - THAMES - DARENT - CRAY    National Cycle Route 1  runs along these three rivers in the north and north east of the borough  -offering a  very varied experience for anyone wanting a local leisure ride.  Easy mostly traffic free routes connect the path with Slade Green and Plumstead rail stations.  These can be reached by trains from stations on the Bexleyheath and Sidcup lines, using 'loop services' 
(timetabled as to or from Cannon Street). 
The photo opposite shows a new barrier recently installed near Erith Yacht Club to exclude motorbikes ; This type of 'K barrier' has also replaced old very obstructive barriers on the newly resurfaced Ridgeway path between Plumstead and Thamesmead, making 
this traffic free route  much more accessible for cycling. 
About once a month volunteer Sustrans rangers trim brambles and hedges etc to help keep the 'inland' part of the route along Cray and Darent passable for people on foot or on bikes.  More help is always needed and the results are appreciated by walkers and cyclists alike. Send an email to 
dartford.creek.path@gmail.com if you want to know more about these activities. 


